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Safran enables flight data analysis of the entire ANA fleet thanks to the Cassiopée cloud-connected system

Farnborough, July 16, 2018

With Cassiopée AGS (Analysis Ground Station), now installed fleet-wide, All Nippon Airways is the first airline in the world to have connected its Safran flight data management systems to a cloud, rather than servers, through the SITA solution. This innovative approach means that information can be shared in real time, with simultaneous access to the software from different ANA databases across Japan.

The Japanese airline is at the cutting edge of flight safety. The airline's 258 airplanes are all being monitored by Cassiopée AGS to improve flight safety by ensuring that pilots are closely involved in the process. The flight data management Cassiopée AGS automatically sends data to ANA's 3D flight visualization systems, allowing flight crews to replay their flights immediately after landing.

"We are very proud that a prestigious customer like All Nippon Airways selected our Cassiopée AGS system for all of their aircraft," said Florence Minisclou, Senior Vice President for Sales and Marketing in the Avionics Division of Safran Electronics & Defense. "Their constant focus on improving flight safety encourages us to develop ever more powerful tools to contribute to their operational excellence."

Hideo Morioka, Director of Safety Promotion and Flight Data Analysis for All Nippon Airways, added: "We chose the Cassiopée AGS system from Safran Electronics & Defense because we wanted the best flight data management system on the market. We would also like to thank Safran's team for their support in installing Cassiopée AGS in our fleet."

Cassiopée AGS is part of Safran's Cassiopée family of flight data monitoring solutions. Safran systems now help monitor nearly one-third of the global fleet, with more than 21 million hours of flight data analyzed every year.